
Hayward's Robotic Pool Cleaners Unleashed

Hayward Pool Cleaners

The Outdoor Shops is proudly offering

Hayward Pool Cleaners to residential

homeowners who love their swimming

pools, but hate the chore of keeping it

clean.

QUAKERTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA,

UNITED STATES, April 1, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- In the quest for

crystal-clear pool water with minimal

effort, The Outdoor Shops is proudly

offering Hayward Pool Cleaners to

residential homeowners who love their

swimming pools, but hate the chore of

keeping it clean. Hayward stands out as a leading provider of innovative pool cleaning solutions.

Nicholas Dale is the

proprietor of The Outdoor

Shops in Quakertown PA.

Delivering outdoor fun to

people's front door so they

can create their backyard

oasis.”

Darlene Hanchett

The Hayward Aquavac 250 Li, Sharkvac, Tigershark QC, and

Aquavac 600 are all robust contenders in the world of

robotic pool cleaners, each offering a unique set of

features and benefits to cater to diverse pool cleaning

needs. Here's a comprehensive comparison of these

models, available at TheOutdoorShops.com, to help decide

which is the best pool cleaner.

Hayward Pool Cleaners include:

**Hayward Aquavac 250 Li Cordless Robotic Pool

Cleaner**

PRICE: $425.00

**Features:

- Cordless design for unrestricted movement

- Rechargeable lithium-ion battery

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.theoutdoorshops.com/collections/hayward-robotic-pool-cleaners
https://www.theoutdoorshops.com/collections/hayward-robotic-pool-cleaners


The Outdoor Shops, Hayward Pool Cleaner Dealer

Hayward Aquavac 600 Pool Cleaner

- Suitable for all pool types and

surfaces

**Benefits:

- The cordless feature eliminates the

hassle of tangling cords, allowing for

easy maneuverability and efficient

cleaning.

- Its rechargeable battery ensures

consistent power and performance,

saving on electricity costs.

- Versatile across various pool surfaces,

it offers a convenient cleaning solution

for pool owners with different types.

**Hayward Sharkvac 110V Robotic

Pool Cleaner Brush w/ Caddy**

PRICE: $949.00

**Features:

- Comes with a caddy for easy storage

and transportation

- Smart steering technology ensures

thorough cleaning

- Easy-clean filter

**Benefits:

- The inclusion of a caddy enhances

portability and storage convenience,

making it easier to handle and maintain.

- Smart steering technology maximizes coverage and efficiency, reducing the time needed for

pool cleaning.

- Its easy-clean filter simplifies maintenance, ensuring longer operation life and reliability.

https://www.theoutdoorshops.com/collections/hayward-robotic-pool-cleaners
https://www.theoutdoorshops.com/collections/hayward-robotic-pool-cleaners


**Hayward Tigershark Robotic Pool Cleaner QC 110V Brush**

PRICE: $1,199.00 (20% Off)

**Features:

- Quick Clean (QC) technology for fast cleaning cycles

- Efficient energy consumption

- Robust filtration capabilities

**Benefits:

- QC technology allows for speedy cleaning, making it ideal for those needing a quick clean-up

before pool activities.

- Energy-efficient operation reduces electricity costs without compromising on cleaning power.

- Superior filtration captures fine debris and particulates, ensuring a cleaner, healthier pool

environment.

**Hayward Aquavac 600 Robotic Pool Cleaner w/ Caddy**

PRICE: $1,499.00

**Features:

- Advanced steering capabilities with a pre-programmed cleaning pattern

- Includes a caddy for easy handling

- Touch-free debris canister with easy emptying

**Benefits:

- Its advanced steering and pre-programmed patterns ensure comprehensive coverage and

efficient cleaning of the entire pool.

- The included caddy enhances mobility and convenience, making it simple to transport and

store.

- The touch-free debris canister design makes for hassle-free debris disposal, improving user

experience and sanitation.

Comparison and Conclusion

The range of Hayward robotic pool cleaners offers something for every pool owner, from the

budget-conscious seeking straightforward functionality in the Aquavac 250 Li, to those desiring



advanced features and convenience in the Aquavac 600. The Sharkvac and Tigershark QC sit

comfortably in the middle, offering a balance between price and performance with unique

features like smart steering and quick clean technology, respectively.

The choice will depend on a homeowner's specific needs, such as pool size, type, debris load,

and preference for convenience features like cordless operation and quick cleaning cycles. Each

model's benefits reflect its design intention, from efficient and hassle-free cleaning with the

Aquavac models to the enhanced portability and maintenance ease of the Sharkvac and

Tigershark models.

In summary, whether the priority is budget, cleaning efficiency, convenience, or advanced

features, Hayward's lineup at TheOutdoorShops.com provides a comprehensive selection to

ensure pools remains a sparkling oasis with minimal effort.
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